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A subharmonic Hardy class and Bloch pullback
operator norms
Ern Gun Kwon
Abstract.
We estimate the operator norm of the composition operators
mapping Bloch space boundedly into Hardy spaces, BMOA space,
Lipschitz spaces and mean Lipschitz spaces respectively.

§1.

Introduction

This is to give a brief survey of a resent result on Bloch pullback
operators, whose detailed proof will appear at [5]. Our purpose here
is two-fold. One is to obtain hyperbolic version of Littlewood-Paley
g-function equivalence, the other is to estimate the operator norm of
Bloch-pullback operators. At first glance these two topics seem to be
quite apart, but they are very closely related.
Let D be the unit disc of the complex plane and S = 8D. Let HP,
0 < p < oo, denote the classical Hardy space defined to consist of f
holomorphic in D for which

IIJIIHP = r-->1
lim

(

rlf(r()IP da(())

1

/P

}S

< oo,

where da is the rotation invariant Lebesgue probability measure (Haar
measure) on S.
For a holomorphic function f in D, the g-function of LittlewoodPaley defined as

1
1

gt(()

= (

(1- r)lf'(r()l 2 dr

) 1/2

,

( E S,
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satisfies the following beautiful and powerful relation
(1.1)
(see [1] or [8], also see [16] for 1 < p < oo). Here and throughout,
= LP(S).
In parallel with HP, there defined is gHP consisting of holomorphic
self map¢> of D for which

LP

1/p

llc/>lleHP = lim

r---+1

(

{ {! (cf>(r(), O)P dO'(() )

Js

< oo,

where {! is the hyperbolic distance on D :

g(z, w)

=

1
1 + I'Pz(w)l
2log 1 -lcpz(w)l'

z-w
'Pz(w) = -_-.
1- zw

We set A(z) = log 1 _!-lzl, z E D. Note that if ¢> is a holomorphic self
map of D, then A o ¢> is subharmonic in D and radial limit ¢>*(() =
limr_. 1 cf>(r() exists almost every ( E S, so ¢> E gHP if and only if
A o ¢>* E £P(S). Throughout, dA(z) denotes the Lebesgue area measure
of D normalized to be A(D) = 1.
Along with [6, 10] for previous results on pullback theory, we refer
to [3, 16] for Hardy space theory and [2, 15] for composition operator
theory.
§2.

Hyperbolic g-function

Our first subject is the Littlewood-Paley type g-function that characterizes the membership of gHP. See [4] and [6] for related previous
works. We define, as in [4],
{

1

{!gq,(() = Jo (1- r)

(

lcf>'(r()l

1 -lcf>(r()l2

)2

dr,

( E

S.

As our first result, we have the following hyperbolic analogue of (1.1).
Theorem 2.1. Let 0 < p < oo. Then

(2.1)
for all holomorphic self map ¢> of D with ¢>(0)

When p

= 1, (2.1)

= 0.

follows immediately from the following.
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Lemma 2.2. Let¢ be a holomorphic self map of D and 0 < p < oo.
Then

L ! ~(>.
log

1 1

o ¢)P(z) dA(z)

·~ ii>. o ¢*11~p- (>. o ¢(0))P.

For the proof of Theorem 2.1, we need several more techniques. We
skip them and refer to [5].

§3.

Norm of the Bloch-pullback operators

We next pass to our second subject, the Bloch pullback. It is known
that there is a Bloch function having radial limits at no points of S,
while functions of HP should have radial limits almost everywhere on S.
This observation give rise to the problem of characterizing holomorphic
self maps ¢ of D for which f o ¢ E HP for every Bloch function f. It is so
called "Bloch - HP pullback problem" and the Bloch-pullback operator
(induced by a holomorphic self map ¢ of D) means the composition
operator Cq, defined on the Bloch space B by Cq,f = f o ¢. HP is a
Banach space with norm llfliHP when 1 :::; p < oo, while it is a Frechet
space with the compatible metric llfll~p when 0 < p < 1. The following
characterization of the Bloch-HP pullback operator shows a connection
between Hardy space and hyperbolic Hardy class.

Theorem A [4, 6]. Let 0 < p < oo and¢ be a holomorphic self map of
D. Then Cq, maps B boundedly into HP if and only if¢ E eHPI 2 •
As an application of Theorem 2.1, we moreover have the following
theorem. Here, B 0 denotes the subspace of B consisting of f E B with
f(O) = 0.

Theorem 3.1. Let 0 < p < oo and¢ be a holomorphic self map of
D with ¢(0) = 0. If we set IICq,ll =sup {IICq,fliHP: f E B 0 , lifliB:::; 1}
then it satisfies

The assumption that ¢(0) = 0 is not essential restriction in the sense
that if Cq, is bounded (or compact) then so is C'I/J with 1/J = <f!q,(o) o ¢.
Note also that Cq, : B --+ Y is bounded if arid only if Cq, : 8° --+ Y is
bounded.
As a limiting space of HP, a similar problem might be asked for
BMOA. BMOA, the space of holomorphic functions of bounded mean
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oscillation, consists of holomorphic
llfiiBMOA =sup {lim
aED

f in D for which

rlfo<pa(r()- f(aWdu(()

1/2
}

<

00.

r-->1}s

In parallel with BMOA, there defined is eBMOA consisting of holomorphic self map ¢ of D for which
llc/JIIaBMOA = sup lim { (} (cp
aED r---> 1

JS

0

'Pa(r(), cp(a)) du(() <

00.

The classes eB M 0 A as well as eHP were defined and studied mainly as
a hyperbolic counterpart of the corresponding Euclidean classes by S.
Yamashita [11, 12, 13], and later studied by several authors in connection
with the composition operators.
Theorem B [7]. Let ¢ be a holomorphic self map of D. Then Cq, maps
B boundedly into BMOA if and only if¢ E eBMOA.

Noting that the Mobius invariance of e implies e(¢o 'Pa(z),¢(a))=
e(<fJq,(a) o ¢ o 'Pa(z), 0), it follows that¢ E eBMOA if and only if
sup p, o ('P¢(a) o ¢ o <fJa)*llu < oo.
a ED

Since log 11

-

¢(a)¢ o (/)a I is harmonic in D,

[7, (3.7)], so that the next theorem gives Theorem B. Here, as the norm
of BMOA we take lf(O)I + llfllsMoA, which makes BMOA a Banach
space.
Theorem 3.2. Let¢ be a holomorphic self map of D with ¢(0) = 0.
Then the operator norm of Cq, from B 0 boundedly into BMOA satisfies

IICq,ll ~ supp,o(¢

0

1/2

'Pa)*-,\o¢(a)ll£1 ·

a ED

V M 0 A, the space of holomorphic functions of vanishing mean oscillation, consists of holomorphic f in D for which

lim lim fIfo 'Pa(r()- f(a)l 2 du(() =

lal--->1 r--->1}S

o.
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In parallel to VMOA, eVMOA is defined to consist ofholomorphic self
map ¢ of D for which
lim lim

re (c/J

[a[-+1 r-+1}S

0

'Pa(r(), cjJ(a)) dCT(() = 0.

We have
Corollary C [9]. Let¢ be a holomorphic self map of D. Then Cq, maps
B boundedly into V MOA if and only if¢ E eV MOA.

See [9] for previous study on eVMOA.
§4.

More on Bloch-pullback operator norm

We give some more examples of Banach spaceY and resolve Bloch-Y
pullback problem by further evaluating the operator norm of Cq, : B---+ Y.
Let V denote the space of holomorphic functions f in D satisfying
llfllv := (fv1f'(zW dA(z))

112

< oo.

Then Vis a Banach space with the norm lf(O)I + llfllv. Similarly, we
let eV denote the space of holomorphic self map ¢ of D satisfying
llc/JIIev :=

l¢'(z)l2
) 1/2
(JDr (1 -l¢(z)l2)2
dA(z)
< oo.

Then we have
Theorem 4.1. Let ¢ be a holomorphic self map of D. Then Cq,
maps B boundedly into V if and only if¢ E eV. Moreover, if ¢(0) = 0
then the opemtor norm of Cq, from B 0 boundedly into V satisfies

IICq,ll ~ llc/JIIev·
H 00 , consisting of bounded holomorphic functions, is a Banach space
with the norm llfiiH= = supzED lf(z)l, while eH 00 is defined to consist
of holomorphic ¢of D for which 1¢1 < c for some c < 1.

Theorem 4.2. If¢ be a holomorphic self map of D, then Cq, : B 0 ---+
H 00 is bounded if and only if¢ E eH 00 • If ¢(0) = 0, then the operator
norm of Cq, from B 0 boundedly into H 00 satisfies

IICq,ll = sup p o ¢(z),
zED

where pis defined by p(w) = p(O,w) =!log~~~:\, wE D.
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Beyond H 00 , there are function spaces having smooth boundary conditions. We are going to mention about holomorphic Lipschitz spaces.
For 0 < a :::; 1, we say, by definition, that f E Lipa iff is holomorphic
in D, f E C(D), and satisfies the Lipschitz condition:
llfiiLipa :=sup {

lf(z)- f(w)l
lz _ wla

: z, WED, Z -=f. W

}

<

00.

Lip 0 is a Banach space equipped with the norm lf(O)I + llfi1Lip Several different (but essentially same) notions for Lip a are used in the
literature. We followed that of [2].
Corresponding to this, there is hyperbolic Lipschitz class of Yamashita [14]. We say, by definition, that ¢ E QLipa if ¢ is a holomorphic self map of D, ¢ E C(D), and satisfies the hyperbolic Lipschitz
condition:
0

•

We have
Theorem 4.3. Let 0 < a :::; 1 and ¢ be a holomorphic self map of
D. Then Cq, : B __, Lip a is bounded if and only if ¢ E (}Lip a. Further
if ¢(0) = 0, then the operator norm of Cq, from B 0 boundedly into Lip 0
satisfies
For 1 :::; p < oo and 0 <a< 1, we say, by definition, that f E Lip[;,
iff E HP and satisfies the mean Lipschitz condition:

llfiiLipK :=sup {

t~

(is

lf(77()- f(()IPda-(())

~ : 0 < 11- 771 :::; t} < oo.

Lip!:, is a Banach space equipped with the norm II·IIHP + II·IILipt·
Corresponding to this, there is hyperbolic mean Lipschitz class of
Yamashita [14]. We say, by definition, that¢ E (}Lip[;, if¢ is a holomorphic self map of D, f2(¢*) E LP(S), and¢ satisfies the hyperbolic mean
Lipschitz condition:

ll¢11eLipt :=sup {
We have

t~ (is f2 (¢(77(), ¢(())P do-(())~ : 0 < 11- 771 :::; t} < oo.
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Theorem 4.4. Let 1 ::; p < oo and 0 < a < 1. Let ¢ be a holomorphic self map of D. Then Cq, : B ____. Lip{!, is bounded if and only if
¢ E eLip[!,. Furthermore, if ¢(0) = 0, then operator norm of Cq, from
B 0 boundedly into Lip{!, satisfies
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